STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy®
nominated,
charting, multiplatinum selling recording artist,
composer, producer, researcher, author
and pioneering sound healer.
Steven’s atmospheric compositions
pioneered a new genre of mindful
meditation music.
Steven Halpern is currently celebrating his 45th anniversary
(1975-2020) as a founding father of New Age music.
His DEEP ALPHA: Brainwave Entrainment Music for Meditation and
Healing was a 2012 Grammy® nominee.
Landmark brainwave biofeedback and Kirlian photography research
documented that his original, mindfully composed music was
significantly more effective at reducing stress and evoking the
“relaxation response” than the most relaxing classical music used
by music therapists.
Steven’s healing music is used in leading health and healing centers,
corporate wellness programs, destination spas, schools and homes.
“One of the 12 most influential artists of the past 20 years…
Steven Halpern is the first and definitive New Age keyboardist.”
— Keyboard magazine, 1995 artist profile
Steven’s work has been covered in The New York Times, Los Angeles
Times, Sound Health, San Francisco Chronicle, ABCNews.com, BBC,
Prevention Magazine, CBS-TV’s 48 HOURS, and hundreds of interviews.
Visit him at StevenHalpernMusic.com

YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

CHAKRA SUITE: A Brief History
Chakras are a major component of our human energy anatomy,
and play a powerful role in our physical, emotional and spiritual
well-being.
For over 5,000 years, yogis, mystics and indigenous healers
have understood their importance. The word “chakra” is often
translated as “vortex” or “spinning wheel”, which is how they
appear to psychics.
Western scientists have now proven their existence. Dr. C.
Norman Shealy, a pioneer of Holistic Medicine, describes them
as “neuro-hormonal transducers” which step down cosmic
energy into our physical dimension.
Chakras resonate to sound, color and intention. Because energy
follows thought, you can enhance the healing effects with your
mind by focusing on each chakra in sequence.
In November 1969, I experienced a life-changing meditation in
which I heard, on the inner plane, a new form of music, quite
different from the jazz/rock/fusion music I was playing on
trumpet and guitar. Shortly thereafter, I was challenged by Dr.
John Lilly and Dr. Stanley Krippner to conduct scientific tests to
provide objective proof to confirm the remarkably consistent
subjective responses of early listeners.
This became the focus of my Master’s degree program. I hired
an independent lab to conduct placebo-controlled, doubleblind studies using state-of-the-art biofeedback instrumentation.
The responses to my music, which evolved into CHAKRA SUITE,
were so dramatic that one of the researchers proclaimed:
“This is no longer just your research project.
You need to share this music with the world.”
My life changed in that instant.
I now understood and accepted the mission!
Read more at StevenHalpernMusic.com/ChakraSuite

“SPECTRUM SUITE helped me recover in the hospital after my death experience
in 1975. They played it 24/7. It’s the most spiritually uplifting music I know of.

“Steven’s music holds the vibrational grid that supports
energetic transmutation and connects us to source,
which is where true healing occurs.”

It is the music that hospice workers and caregivers should play when family
or friends are preparing to leave this world, as we do in my VA hospice programs.

— STARR FUENTES, Spiritual Healer and Master Teacher,
www.starrfuentes.com

Steven’s music belongs in every home.
I recommend listening to help you be at peace in the Light.”

Healing Tones of the Rhodes Electric Piano

— DANNION BRINKLEY, bestselling author, Saved by the Light
and At Peace in the Light (Dannion.com)

“ Imagine a series of tuning forks 		
played by a keyboard (not a 			
synthesizer). My Rhodes Mark 7 		
electric piano produces the most 		
healing tones and harmonics of
any instrument.
It’s my signature sound, and I’m the
only sound healer who features this
wonderful healing instrument.”
– Steven Halpern

Courtesy ©1999 AuraVideoStation
Visit www.auravideostation.com
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DEEP ALPHA 432 Hz

IPM 8042

¶ For maximum healing, listen to all 7 tracks in sequence.

IPM 8084

CRYSTAL BOWL
HEALING 2.0

OM ZONE
432 Hz

DEEP THETA 2.0

For a mini-attunement, play “Ascension” (track 13).
My guided meditation, which I have shared at healing 			
conferences around the world since 1976, is now available at
https://youtu.be/NMuNMUh5dCo

SOUND HEALING
432 Hz

DEEP THETA 432 Hz

ECHOES OF A DREAM
432 Hz

IPM 8111

Full body aura field photos show
the quick shift from stress(red) to
relaxation (violet)
Elapsed time: one minute.

MUSIC for MASSAGE
(vol. 2) 432 Hz

IPM 8075

The dramatic color change from red
to rose-pink is associated with stress
reduction and alpha brainwave
activity. Listening to classical music
evoked negligible stress reduction,
even after 5 minutes!
Photos ©1973 Psychotronic
Research Institute.

AFTER listening to
CHAKRA SUITE

IPM 8432

Kirlian photograph of index finger.
Elapsed time: one minute.

BEFORE listening to
CHAKRA SUITE

IPM 8157

AFTER listening to
CHAKRA SUITE

IPM 8148

BEFORE listening to
CHAKRA SUITE

IPM 8054

Kirlian (Bio-Field) Research: 1973 and 1999

Stress Inducing Music vs. Stress Reducing Healing Music
Unknown to most people, familiar music hooks you into
unconsciously analyzing and predicting where the music is going.
This keeps you in a constant state of stress, anticipating the future.
The mindful music on CHAKRA SUITE 432 Hz engages your innate
‘relaxation response’ in a way that most music does not. My
original compositions have been tested and proven effective in
leading labs in the USA and UK in shifting the brain into higher
states of coherence and balance.
Discover the hidden stressors in most music in my popular
“Scalus Interruptus” video: https://youtu.be/-Ml8KiWH_1E

Produced by Steven Halpern
Steven Halpern: Rhodes electric piano & additional keyboards
All Compositions ©2020 Open Channel Sound Company (BMI)
q1975, 1985, 2020 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music® All Rights Reserved.
4 January 1975 analog 2-track recording
(released as CHRISTENING for LISTENING)
David Porter, Recording Engineer, The Music Annex, San Jose, CA
4 May 1976 analog 2-track re-recording (released as SPECTRUM SUITE)
Roger Wiersema, Recording Engineer, The Music Annex, Menlo Park, CA
6 January 1985 Dolby® SR 2-track analog re-recording
for CD (SPECTRUM SUITE/CHAKRA SUITE)
Roger Wiersema, Recording Engineer, The Music Annex, Menlo Park, CA
4 January 2010 CHAKRA SUITE 3.0 for 35th Anniversary
Warren Kahn, Recording Engineer, Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA

1. 1st Chakra: Keynote C (432 Hz)
2. 2nd Chakra: Keynote D (432 Hz)
3. 3rd Chakra: Keynote E (432 Hz)
4. 4th Chakra: Keynote F (432 Hz)
5. 5th Chakra: Keynote G (432 Hz)
6. 6th Chakra: Keynote A (432 Hz)
7. 7th Chakra: Keynote B (432 Hz)
8. Eternally (432 Hz)		
9. Chakra Angels (432 Hz)		
10. Earthrise (432 Hz)		

5:19
3:18
3:04
3:16
3:09
3:46
4:39
3:31
3:19
3:03

11. Harmonic Convergence (432 Hz)
12. Rainbows of Life (432 Hz)
13. Ascension (432 Hz)
14. 1st Chakra: Keynote C 3.0 (432 Hz)
15. 2nd Chakra: Keynote D 3.0 (432 Hz)
16. 3rd Chakra: Keynote E 3.0 (432 Hz)
17. 4th Chakra: Keynote F 3.0 (432 Hz)
18. 5th Chakra: Keynote G 3.0 (432 Hz)
19. 6th Chakra: Keynote A 3.0 (432 Hz)
20. 7th Chakra: Keynote B 3.0 (432 Hz)

5:07
3:26
5:35
3:09
3:26
3:10
3:22
3:16
3:51
4:44

4 January 2020 CHAKRA SUITE conversion to 432 Hz
Warren Kahn, Recording Engineer, Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA

Cover Illustration: © 2003 Solomon Faber & Steven Halpern
¶Special thanks to: Edgar Cayce, Pythagoras, John Coltrane, Harold Rhodes,
Dr. J. J. Hurtak, Itzhak Bentov, Dr. Stanley Krippner, Nick Nocerino,
Starr Fuentes, Dr. C. Norm Shealy, Jack Clarke, Albert Glover
and the Angels of Music.

The Original and #1 International Best-Seller (Over 795,000 sold)
that Tunes your Chakras and Balances your Biofield!
Like a tuning fork for the brain,™ master sound healer Steven Halpern
uses the healing tones of his iconic Fender Rhodes electric piano to
resonate, activate and elevate the 7 chakras with the 7 musical keynotes
and 7 colors of the rainbow in ascending sequence.
When your chakras and you biofield are in tune, your immune system is
strengthened, and the innate intelligence of your DNA can express for higher
levels of optimal health.
H The notes of CHAKRA SUITE 432 Hz are the same as the original version, but
tuned slightly lower to A=432 Hz rather than A=440 Hz (standard concert pitch). This
enables the music to entrain more readily with the Earth’s fundamental harmonic
frequency (the Schumann resonance) and amplify its healing potential.
CHAKRA SUITE 432 Hz effortlessly “entrains the brain” into a mindful
state of being at the speed of sound. Proven in landmark biofeeback studies, it is
the original and #1 best-selling sound healing album of all time.
“Steven Halpern’s music has uplifted a generation of seekers.
He has created a soundtrack for our evolutionary journey.”
— Marianne Williamson, bestselling author, A Politics of Love

STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy®nominated,
charting, multi-platinum selling
recording artist, composer, and researcher.
He is a founding father of New Age music who
has sold over 8 million albums worldwide.
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